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Supervised
vs.

Unsupervised

§ Supervised

§ Given labels

§ Classification

§ Learns to map a function y’=f(x), given labeled data y

§ Unsupervised

§ Model left to figure out the underlying structure of the 
data

§ Clustering

§ Generative models

§ Learns the intrinsic distribution function of the input data 
p(x) (or p(x,y) if there are multiple targets/classes in the 
dataset), allowing them to generate both synthetic inputs 
x’ and outputs/targets y’, typically given some hidden 
parameters



Previous Work

§ Models that provided a parametric specification of a 
probability distribution function

§ Deep Boltzmann machines

§ Require Markov chains

§ Discriminative models have several key limitations

§ Can’t model p(x), i.e. the probability of seeing a certain 
image

§ Thus, can’t sample from p(x), i.e. can’t generate new 
images



GANs

§ Generative

§ Learn a generative model

§ Adversarial

§ Trained in an adversarial setting

§ Networks

§ Uses deep neural networks



Architecture

§ Uses 2 neural networks

§ Generator

§ Takes in random noise as input (latent space)

§ Generates fake images

§ Needs to learn how to create data in such a way that the 
Discriminator isn’t able to distinguish it as fake anymore

§ Human art counterfeiter

§ Discriminator

§ Tries to distinguish between real images and generated 
images

§ Art expert who tries to detect works as truthful or fraud

§ The competition is what makes them both improve





Math

§ Generator: G(z, θ1)

§ Maps random input noise to desired data space x

§ Tries to mimic x = G(z)

§ The loss maximizes D(G(z))

§ Discriminator: D(x, θ2)

§ Outputs probability that x is from the real dataset in (0,1)

§ The loss maximizes D(x) and minimizes D(G(z))

§ Log of the probability is used in loss functions to heavily 
penalize confident errors

§ Ideally, the networks reach a Nash equilibrium where 
neither can improve anymore
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